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The world changes so fast that I can barely remember
life pre-Malone… But here we are – in the Future!!! – and
Post Malone is one of world’s unlikeliest hit-makers.
Beerbongs & Bentleys is not only the raggedy-ass
Texas rapper’s newest album, but “a whole project…
also a lifestyle” which, according to a recent Rolling
Stone feature, includes a giant compound in Utah
and a shitload of guns. But without giving too much
away, it sounds like a pretty chill way to live, especially
if the vaporous bangers “Psycho” and “Rockstar” are
any indication. Nicki Minaj, John Mayer, Ty Dolla $ign
and Mötley Crüe’s Tommy Lee are among the guests.
Sounds like a pretty lit cult, tbh.

In contrast to her lauded 2016 album New View,
which she arranged and recorded with her touring
band, Rebound was recorded mostly by Friedberger
with assistance from producer Clemens Knieper. The
resulting collection is an entirely new sound for Eleanor,
exchanging live instrumentation for programmed drums,
a Juno synthesizer, and muted guitars – creating a sonic
landscape where influences range from Stereolab and
Suicide to Lena Platonos and Yellow Magic Orchestra.
From her days spent in The Fiery Furnaces, creating
melodically off-kilter, idiosyncratic mini-epics, to
her three acclaimed previous solo albums – always
anchored by her plaintive, velvety alto, and Dylanesque lyrical treatises – Rebound is further proof that
Friedberger is one of indie rock’s most daring artists.

Vide Noir was written and recorded over a two
years span at Lord Huron’s Los Angeles studio and
informal clubhouse, Whispering Pines, and was
mixed by Dave Fridmann (The Flaming Lips/MGMT).
Singer, songwriter and producer Ben Schneider found
inspiration wandering restlessly through his adopted
home of L.A. at night: “My nighttime drives ranged
all over the city… I started imagining Vide Noir as an
epic odyssey through the city, across dimensions, and
out into the cosmos.” Indeed, Vide Noir traverses a
wide variety of sonic terrain, with each song taking
unexpected, dreamlike detours that run the gamut
between twilit psychedelia and crunchy, driving rock.
Vide Noir is a world worth getting lost in.

Featuring both ongoing Melvins’ bass player Steven
McDonald (Redd Kross, OFF!) and Butthole Surfers’,
and occasional Melvins’, bottom ender Jeff Pinkus on
bass, Pinkus Abortion Technician is another notable
tweak in the prolific band’s incredible discography.
“We’ve never had two bass players,” says guitarist /
screeler Buzz Osborne. “We’ve had two drummers
and two guitar players, so it makes total sense to now
have two bass players.” Pinkus Abortion Technician is
rife with tributes, especially to the Texas weirdos with
whom Pinkus cut his teeth. Highlights include “Stop
Moving to Florida” – a medley of the James Gang’s
“Stop” and Butthole Surfers’ “Moving to Florida,” and
covers of The Beatles’ “I Want to Hold Your Hand” and
Butthole Surfers’ “Graveyard.”

Good Thing is the highly-anticipated (to put it lightly)
follow-up to Grammy nominated R&B singer/composer
Leon Bridges’ breakout 2015 debut Coming Home.
Good Thing Leon’s takes music in a more modern
direction while retaining his renowned style. “I loved
my experience with Coming Home,” says Bridges. “But
Good Things allows me to show more of my influences
and art.” Bridges’ new direction is best exemplified
by the funky soul number “Bad Bad News” – which
masterfully blends 90s house music with old school
R&B and a delightfully knotty jazz guitar solo – and the
tender orchestral ballad “Bet Is Not Worth the Hand.”
If Coming Home was Leon Bridges in black and white,
then Good Thing is Technicolor.
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The Glitch Mob consists of three multi-talented
individuals born from the Los Angeles’ electronic
music scene who made a name for themselves
with performances that embraced a love for new
technology without sacrificing personality. Over a
decade later the trio are still setting the standard for
live electronic production and captivating audiences
around the world. See Without Eyes impresses yet
again. Oozing with personality and edge, lead single,
“How Could This Be Wrong” (feat. Tula) is constructed
with the innate precision fans have come to expect
from The Glitch Mob. Built on lush vocals, intricate
soaring synths and grinding wobbles, it’s a larger-thanlife cut that’s sure to leave the ever-so-patient Glitch
Mob fanbase wanting more.

A Perfect Circle make their anxiously-awaited return
with Eat The Elephant – the band’s fourth full-length
effort and first since 2004’s eMOTIVe. The album
arrives following years of anticipation and speculation,
which reached a fever pitch as the outfit – helmed by
Maynard James Keenan (Tool) and Billy Howerdel –
launched their Fall 2017 tour with the release of “The
Doomed” and then ushered in the new year with the
debut of the contemplative song, “Disillusioned.” And
now, at long last, a new album is finally here. Despite
many beautiful and almost minimal moments, Eat The
Elephant is still a heavy record – both musically and
in its subject matter, which can’t help but absorb the
gravity of current events: The elephants in the room.

“I feel like I’m in a totally new band right now,” says
guitarist/singer Scott McMicken. It’s a bold declaration,
but it cuts straight to the heart of the intense and
transformative experience behind the group’s brilliant
new album, Critical Equation. Produced by Gus Seyffert
(Beck) –the first outside producer to ever penetrate Dr.
Dog’s home recording womb – Critical Equation was
born from a journey of doubt and discovery: A heavy,
sometimes painful reckoning that ultimately brought
the band closer together with more strength and
clarity than ever before. The band’s “drunk Beatles”
vibe still permeates these songs, but there are still
plenty of psychedelic flourishes and a lyrical directness
that renders Critical Equation a refreshing addition to
the band’s vast catalog.

Polaris
and
Juno-nominated
singer/songwriter
Donovan Woods’ new album is a study in contrasts,
as one would expect from its name: Both Ways. That
push-and-pull – especially in relationships – has long
been Woods’ stock in trade. Woods shows the rare
ability to distill complicated situations and emotions
into songs that are intriguing and relatable. Perhaps
the collection’s most beautiful song is “I Ain’t Ever
Loved No One,” a duet with Rose Cousins. The song
captures that moment of bringing someone home to
meet the family, using it as a backdrop to the anxieties
of falling in love. True to the album title, a listener could
either imagine a happily-ever-after ending or hear it as
an ode to the one that got away.

Panic Blooms, the long overdue sixth album by Black
Moth Super Rainbow, is a fucked up and bleeding
account of depression and the shadow side of human
frailty, full of gorgeous warped melodies that exist as
their own genre – somewhere between late 90s Warp
Records, dub, and chopped and screwed codeine drip.
It’s not drug music, it’s dragged music, oozing through
the muck of the present moment, past mutating the
present, demon melodies filtered through the vain
search for light. Encoded in a syrupy fog, BMSR
mastermind Tobacco’s lines stab with more ferocity
than ever before. Panic Blooms is reminiscent of the
phrase used to describe surrealism: “As beautiful as
the chance encounter of a sewing machine and an
umbrella on an operating table.”
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Jon Hopkins is a musician, composer, DJ, and producer
who frequently collaborates with Brian Eno. That
should be enough to get you excited. But then Hopkins
dropped his 2013 record, Immunity, and people rightly
lost their minds. Where Immunity charted the dark
alternative reality of an epic night out, Singularity
explores the dissonance between dystopian urbanity
and the green forest. Shaped by his experiences with
meditation and trance states (no wonder Eno loves
him), Singularity flows seamlessly from rugged techno
to transcendent choral music, from solo acoustic piano
to psychedelic ambient. “Emerald Rush” is joy in itself:
With it’s odd push-and-pull, it sounds like the creation
of the universe as told though the gospel of house
music. You need this.

After 22 years, the visionary trio of Kool Keith, Dan
the Automator, and DJ Qbert have reunited for
Moosebumps: An Exploration into Modern Day
Horripilation – the much-anticipated sequel to 1996’s
beloved Dr. Octagonecologyst. Largely recorded during
24-hour sessions at Automator’s studio, Moosebumps
has a palpable urgency. When Kool Keith reprises his
role as the lecherous Dr. Octagon, it sounds as though
he’s been speeding through the cosmos since ‘96
and recording every noteworthy enterprise. Whether
rapping alongside frequent Automator collaborator
Del the Funky Homosapien or alone, Keith expands
the Dr. Octagon mythos, utilizing his timeless, off-kilter
cadences to relay everything from Octagon’s shameless
branding to his kinkiest shenanigans. You need this.

Parker Millsap’s three prior full-length releases
showcased a primal mastery of acoustic folk rock.
For Other Arrangements, Millsap opted for a change:
“This record is about trying to write pop songs,” he
says. “When I say ‘pop’ I mean how a Beatles record
was pop music: the songs provide a variety of musical
and emotional information,” Tracks like “Fine Line,”
“Let a Little Light In,” and “Gotta Get To You” crackle
with urgency and an upbeat energy, while the albumending “Come Back When You Can’t Stay” shines with
some of the more stirring qualities fans of Millsap
will recognize. But songs like “She” and the title track
boast a slow-burning self-assuredness that showcase
Millsap’s most impressive asset: His voice.

Frank Turner and his band, The Sleeping Souls, were
touring America in 2016 “when the world decided
to go collectively nuts” – that’s when the songs that
make up Be More Kind began to come together.
“Somewhere in the record, there’s a convergence of
the ideas of personal and political, which is a central
theme of the album,” Turner says. One of the other
driving themes of the album is empathy, even for your
enemy. Produced by Charlie Hugall (Florence And
The Machine) and White Denim’s Austin Jenkins and
Joshua Block, Be More Kind combines raw political
and personal universal anthems – especially on the
incendiary “1933” – with the intricate folk and punk
roar trademarks of Turner’s sound imbued with new,
bold experimental shades.

The world of jazz has provided a vital, ongoing influence
on the music of Van Morrison, whose acclaimed 1968
studio masterpiece, Astral Weeks, showcased jazz
musicians Connie Kay, Jay Berliner, and Richard Davis.
A musical collaboration with Hammond organ virtuoso
and trumpet master Joey DeFrancesco – and a new
milestone in Van Morrison’s ever-expanding catalog
of essential recordings (this is his fourth new album
since 2016) – You’re Driving Me Crazy finds the iconic
Irish singer-songwriter-performer exploring a variety
of jazz and blues standards and classics (“Miss Otis
Regrets,” “The Things I Used to Do,” “Everyday I Have
the Blues”) alongside fresh interpretations of songs
from his own back catalog (“Have I Told You Lately,”
“The Way Young Lovers Do,” “Magic Time”).
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After 15 years of traveling together in close quarters
and commanding festival and club stages around
the country, Trampled by Turtles went nearly a year
without all being in the same room. But space did
the band good: Life is Good on the Open Road was
completed in just six days at Pachyderm Studio in
Cannon Falls, MN, and mixed the following week.
Everything was recorded live to tape and, naturally, it
sounds gorgeous. The band weaves their instruments
together like a seamless tapestry, laying down a
bed that seems to float underneath lead singer and
songwriter, Dave Simonett’s expressive voice and
increasingly sharp lyrics. One might call it a “return to
form.” It might also be their best yet.

Alison Moyet possesses one of the most beloved
voices in pop. This is especially true across the pond
where her seminal work in Yaz, Erasure, and as a solo
artist is the stuff of legend. In 2017, Moyet performed
59 shows in 58 towns and cities as part of her hugelysuccessful The Other Tour. Now, the best bits have
been gathered for The Other Live Collection, which
spans the entirety of Alison’s 36-year career, including
the first live outing of a selection of songs from her
most recent album, Other, and new arrangements of
old favorites like “Wishing You Were Here,” “Ski,” and
“The Man In The Wings,” as well as the timeless classics
“Only You” and “All Cried Out.”

Belly – the dream rock band helmed by Throwing
Muses / The Breeders singer-guitarist Tanya Donelly –
blazed a bright trail in the ‘90s, releasing two albums
full of taut, yet wondrous music that was memorable
for its rumbling bass lines and insistent drumming as
it was for its glittering riffs and airy vocals. Belly’s
long-awaited new album Dove, their first since 1995’s
King, places Belly back on that trail – bridging the
gaps between reverbed-out bliss, spaghetti-western
drone, and muscular, hook-forward pop. Dove nods to
past glories while also showcasing the four members’
growth as songwriters and musicians, adding dramatic
flourishes like strings and vibey guitars to the group’s
already widescreen sound.

We know what you’re asking yourself: “Why? Why
does the world need Foreigner with strings? And a
fucking choir?!?” We get it. We really do… But have
you popped on the headphones and listened? Because
it’s awesome! A rock gesture that seems Spinal Tap in
scope is actually epic in its execution. Here, Foreigner
presents all their hits (including “I Want to Know What
Love Is,” “Cold as Ice,” “Waiting for A Girl Like You,”
“Hot Blooded” and “Juke Box Hero”) with transcendent
backing from a 58-piece orchestra and 60-piece choir.
Exceptionally arranged and recorded, it’s almost
jarring to hear how well this works. And don’t just take
it from us – just lisen: The crowd is going wild!

A first-generation Dominican-Italian, Liz Brasher isn’t
easily boxed in. “I’ve never fit into a set group, genre,
or ethnicity and my heart goes out to other outcasts,”
says Brasher. Also: “I don’t like rules.” Produced by
Brasher, Scott Bomar of the Bo-Keys, and Bruce
Watson in her new hometown of Memphis, the Outcast
EP draws as much from garage rock, classic soul and
funk, and ‘60s girl group pop sounds as it does from
the music she grew up singing in church. Brasher
wrote several of the songs under the influence of her
recent move to Memphis, including the hard-grooving
“Come My Way,” the dark “Feel Something,” and the
title track. This sturdy and surprising introduction to a
bold new talent.
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Born in London to Scottish parents, Bishop Briggs grew
up in Japan and Hong Kong. Days after graduating high
school, she moved to Los Angeles where, after years
of performing at any venue that would have her, she
was discovered in some hole-in-the-wall… And the rest
is history. Church of Scars transcends the limitations
of singular genres – blending folk, pop and electronic
music into a gratifyingly stomping whole. Underscored
by the darkly ruminating “Wild Horses,” the searing
and cathartic “River,” the moody love song “Dream”
and the no-surrender anthem “White Flag,” Church of
Scars is poised to make Bishop Briggs one of 2018’s
breakout artists. Fans of Florence + the Machine and
Banks will find plenty to love here.

Arriving just in time for Willie Nelson’s 85th birthday,
Last Man Standing is an album of freshly-penned songs
by Nelson and longtime collaborator and producer
Buddy Cannon. On Last Man Standing, Nelson and
Cannon’s unorthodox approach generated 11 original
songs, “Willie’s a jazz singer and jazz player. He’s an
improvisational musician. It’s different every time.
Get a good take and go with it,” says Cannon. One
of Willie’s most personal and introspective albums
to-date, Last Man Standing reveals the emotional
range of Willie’s concerns, from the deeply reflective
(“Something You Get Through,” to the rollicking and
playful (“Me and You,” “Ready to Roar”). With Last Man
Standing, Nelson has added 11 essential new songs to
his classic catalog.

Luke Winslow-King’s new album, Blue Mesa, is stately
yet approachable – manifestly proficient but deeply
personal. Adept at mixing country, blues, R&B, rock
‘n’ roll, and folk influences intuitively and masterfully,
Winslow-King shapes a mood from many sources
and shepherds it to a unifying place. But no matter
where he goes, New Orleans (where he lived for 15
years) still tugs at Luke’s music. The sweaty riffs of
“Thought I Heard You” are as hot as the beer is cold
and the syncopated horns on “Chicken Dinner” are a
big, playful flirtation. The psychedelic swamp boogie
of “Leghorn Women” brims with charm, both suave
and sinister, while the Tom-Petty-on-the-levee vibe of
“Born to Roam” makes it a classic-in-the-making road
trip anthem.

On Fables, the new release from Ashland, Oregon’s
Slow Corpse, languid soul and gauzy dream rock
float effortlessly over a bed of post-rock melodic
complexity. Taut, arrestingly propulsive R&B-tinged
melodic hooks ebb and flow against an ever-present
undercurrent of woozy psychedelia. Fables manages
to blend seemingly disparate elements together
in a record that is both intellectually compelling,
absolutely of-the-moment, and just plain catchy as
hell. Lyrically, the record runs the emotional gamut
and is a broad-stroke snapshot of the reality of a postmillennial 20-something (ennui – it’s timeless). Crack
open Fables, lose yourself in the spellbinding melodic
narratives, and you’ll find that’s a near certainty.
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If you attach credence to the name of Reef’s albums
allegorizing a specific phase of the band’s history,
Revelation is a special one. Without a doubt, the band
has musically evolved well beyond its initial charm –
which was embracing The Black Crowes and Humble
Pie (rather than the Beatles or Stones) during the
height of Britpop. With songs like lead single “My
Sweet Love” (featuring Sheryl Crow), the AC/DC
worship of “Revelation” and “Like A Ship (Without A
Sail),” Reef doesn’t simply try to relive their past sound
but cleverly fuse their past musical experiences with
the present – which is still 70s AF. Revelation was
recorded in Ireland by long-time collaborator George
Drakoulias (Primal Scream, Tom Petty).

Blues artist Charley Crockett returns with Lonesome as
A Shadow – an album of original material recorded in
Memphis, TN at the legendary Sam Phillip’s Recording
Service. Backed by his band of Blue Drifters, this album
was recorded live to tape in the middle of a long year of
touring. “Memphis has a habit of getting good, soulful
music out of folks time and again,” Crockett explains.
“My influences stretch from Hank Williams to Bill
Withers and my first couple a records were really a mix
of the sounds that make up Texas & Louisiana music
for me. I wanted to keep all that together. Something
with that Gulf Coast sound that’s both urban and rural.”

Dance-pop mainstays, Matt and Kim, began writing
the music for Almost Everyday during a challenging
time for the duo, when Kim (the drummer) suffered
an onstage injury in early 2017. Forced to take a
year off from touring, the band used the time during
Kim’s extensive recovery to create one of their most
intimate albums to date. On “Like I Used to Be” the
duo reminisces about being young and carefree,
mirroring the personal sentiment that runs throughout
the album about darker times and the need for change
and perseverance. Almost Everyday features a slew of
guest vocals from the band’s friends including Mark
Hoppus, King Tuff, Flosstradamus, Santigold, Kevin
Morby, and more!
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Parquets Courts’ fifth album Wide Awake! - produced
by Danger Mouse - is a groundbreaking work, an
album about independence and individuality but also
about collectivity and communitarianism. The songs,
written by Andrew Savage and Austin Brown – though
elevated to even greater heights by the dynamic
rhythmic propulsion of Max Savage (drums) and
Sean Yeaton (bass) – are filled with their traditional
punk rock passion, as well as a lyrical tenderness. The
record reflects a burgeoning confidence in the band’s
exploration of new ideas… But have no fear: Parquet
Courts have retained their love of the Minutemen’s
skewed acuity and the NYC-core that drives their
sound – particularly on the art-damaged disco banger
“Wide Awake.” You need this.

Grammy Award winning singer/songwriter Ray
LaMontagne returns with his seventh studio effort,
Part of The Light, which was wholly written and
produced by the artist and is introduced by lead single
“Such A Simple Thing.” Having worked with producers
Ethan Johns, Dan Auerbach of the Black Keys and Jim
James of My Morning Jacket, Ray’s vast sonic catalog
has been aptly called the “perfect throwback to the
lost art of the album-length format” (Entertainment
Weekly). And Part of The Light is a throwback to the
soulful sound that made LaMontagne famous. Part of
The Light another compelling chapter in his sublime
and enduring career – awash in the majestic beauty
and artful ambition that have become his hallmarks.

With their sophomore album, Shadow by Your
Side, Brooklyn, NY’s Las Rosas puts their growth as
performers and songwriters on full display. The 9-track
collection brings you into the world of Las Rosas like
never before with thrilling results. Says the ban: “The
music was largely created during the night shifts of an
enormous life dismantling… The music is represented
visually by the planet Venus in its crescent phase.”
Brooklyn Vegan’s assertion that, “Las Rosas makes
superior poppy garage-psych, with a flair for hooks,
melody and arrangement” is certainly true here –
especially on the stunning first single, “Christa,” which
(speaking of “Venus”) mercurially slashes and twists on
a level reserved for witty NYC guitar heroes Television
and Luna. You need this.

On their eagerly-awaited debut album, Lost Friends,
Australian trio Middle Kids bring back their knack
for haunting hooks, lyrical poignancy and irresistible
indie rock appeal that critics praised in their debut EP.
This radiant collection of new songs conjures melodic
nostalgia – rich in heartfelt build and beautiful simplicity.
It’s the kind of album that sucker-punches you in the
gut, revealing its nuances only after repeated listens.
The songs’ edges are jagged, the reverb ample, stray
imperfections imbue warmth and a human touch – all
touchstones of the best Antipodean rock (see: Rolling
Blackouts C.F., Flying Nun Records, etc.) Middle Kids
craft songs that tangle up in your brain like taffy and
choruses that linger long after the song has faded.
Crank it!

It’s hard to believe that Dirty Computer is Janelle
Monáe’s third full-length album. Still, Monáe is a force:
Diminutive in stature yet brimming with talent as a
singer, musician, and producer, it should be no surprise
that the specter of Prince looms large over Dirty
Computer. From the album title to the perfectly funky
guitar and synth grooves that drive “Make Me Feel” has
the Purple One all over it – literally: “Prince was actually
working on the album with me before he passed on to
another frequency,” says Monáe. But Dirty Computer
isn’t a tribute album. “Django Jane” is a tough update
on The ArchAndroid while “Pynk” breaks new ground
by interpolating Aerosmith with an assist from Grimes.
You need this.
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Critically-acclaimed singer/songwriter, Matt Costa, is
back with Santa Rosa Fangs – his fifth full-length album
(and first in five years). Produced by Peter Matthew
Bauer (The Walkmen) and Nick Stumpf (French Kicks),
Santa Rosa Fangs center around a young woman
named Sharon, her two brothers, and their story of
love, loss and coming of age in California... But the
narrative is pretty loose: “I’ve interwoven my own
stories into a fictional idea of what Santa Rosa Fangs
is,” Costa explains. “It’s the characters’ story and my
story, too, contemporary but still tortured by the past.”
The result sounds like Tom Petty and Spoon recording
a collection of overdriven Beach Boys-inspired bangers
to analog tape. It’s catchy, literate, and perfect for a
summer getaway.

Ziggy Marley infuses the spirit of revolution into his
seventh full-length solo offering, Rebellion Rises.
“Every song speaks to the rebellion, but the word ‘love’
is also in a lot of them,” Marley says. “This entire album
is a message to the best side of humanity.” Ziggy’s
family – namely Stephen and Gideon – also lend their
talents to Rebellion Rises, and the vibes are infectious:
Ziggy is blessed with his father’s effortlessly smooth,
melodic voice. And, as he’s been doing since he first
made a name for himself in the late 80s, he’s also
writing extremely inviting, catchy songs that will make
you want to get up, stand up, and not give up the fight.

Kelly Willis is Back Being Blue, to take a color-coded
cue from the title of her seventh album. It’s a shade she
wears well, though long-patient fans might just say:
You had us at “back.” It’s been 11 years since her last
solo release, 2007’s Translated from Love – not that
Austin-based singer/songwriter has been MIA, having
recorded and toured as part of a duo with Bruce
Robison. But now Willis is ready to go it alone (though
Robison hovers just outside it this time as producer).
Hers is a solo voice again, but it’s not necessarily sotto
voce: This is an album of songs about lonesomeness
that also happens to be a crackling good time.

Neil Young’s Archives Series has yielded a number of
unforgettable treasures, yet none prove superior to
the ragged glory present on Roxy: Tonight’s the Night
Live. Recorded over the span of three nights, Roxy is
the long-awaited document showcasing the debut of
the songs that wouldn’t receive an official release until
nearly two years later on Young’s seminal 1975 album,
Tonight’s the Night. Roxy is a holy grail for any Young
aficionado… Well, asidie from the “original” mixes of
Tonight’s the Night. Roxy is produced by Young and
his late collaborator David Briggs and mastered via
the original analog tape source by Bernie Grundman
Mastering, this 2xLP set is Audiophile Nirvana. You
need this... S roll another number and crank it up!

Can’t Wake Up, Shakey Graves’ second official studio
album is, to quote the artist himself, “Dense… hectic and
a little uncomfortable... the most I’ve ever intentionally
worked on a project, musically speaking, in terms of the
scope of it and how much thought went into it.” Can’t
Wake Up is the result of a broad metamorphosis from
his previous work, setting aside the Americana singer/
songwriter persona he’s cultivated thus far and opting
for a more experimental, dream-like direction. The
record is full of interlacing musical and lyrical themes,
and always has a slight sense of disorientation – almost
as if the listener is immersed in a new dimension and
hearing the voices of its inhabitants.
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In many ways, Free Yourself Up is Lake Street Dive’s
most intimate and collaborative record, with the quartet
working as a tightly knit unit to craft its 10 songs. They
also drafted touring keyboardist Akie Bermiss to join
them in the studio which freed the band to explore a
wider range of instrumental textures, construct more
full-bodied arrangements, and build on their uncanny
vocals. “This album is based in the realities in our time,”
says bassist Bridget Kearney, “which have inevitably
become part of everyone’s daily life. Free Yourself Up
is about empowering yourself, emboldening yourself,
no matter what’s going wrong.” Of course, it’s also
smart as hell and catchy AF. You need this.

L.A. has often been described as a “dream factory”–
both a mecca where dreamers converge to pursue longheld aspirations, and a topography of hallucinogenic
contradictions. It was against this backdrop that La Luz
conceived Floating Features. References to dreams
abound here. “Loose Teeth” catalyzes nightmare fuel
into a propulsive, intentionally-disorienting collision
of honeyed harmonies and Takeshi Terauchi-esque
jet streams of distorted surf guitar. “Mean Dream”
unsurprisingly mines dream-state imagery, and the
lyrics and melody for “Walking into the Sun” actually
came to during a particularly-vivid night of deep sleep.
Only La Luz could conjure up Floating Features’
Leone-on-LSD vibes, and the album finds the L.A.
band at the height of their powers.

Founded and fronted by singer-guitarist Sean Walsh,
The National Reserve mine an archetypal musical
seam, marrying gutbucket R&B, Laurel Canyon
lyricism, New Orleans funk workouts, late night soul,
and boozy rock ‘n’ roll to create their own timeless
brand of American music. Songs on their stunning new
album Motel La Grange like “Found Me A Woman” and
the indelible title track reveal a gifted new tunesmith
while masterfully reminding one and all of the simple
beauty of a great American bar band. With Motel La
Grange, Walsh and The National Reserve have crafted
a rich and raucous collection that instantly plays like
some lost recording unearthed from the golden age of
70s rock ‘n’ roll.

Marian Hill return after over a year’s absence with
their sophomore album, Unusual. Over 10 taut tracks
including lead single “Subtle Thing,” the act solidifies
their position as a singular voice in modern pop.
Samantha Gongol’s vocals are more effortlessly
precise than ever as she sculpts the sound of every
word with wit and power. Jeremy Lloyd’s meticulous
minimalism has grown harder and more propulsive
– each beat dares you not to dance, with surprises
around every corner – pulling on diverse influences
from jazz, electronic and hip hop. Think Timbaland
updated for the 23rd century – weird sound effects
and all (no cooing babies tho). Unusual sooths us
with familiarity while turning directly sideways into
something wondrous and thoroughly WTF.
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